Introducing Job Slots
Plan to hire multiple people this year and want a cost-effective solution
for posting open jobs? With LinkedIn Job Slots, you can rotate an
unlimited number of job posts in and out during a 12-month period
and edit them endlessly.
LinkedIn’s vibrant community is active and engaged, which gives us
the deepest, most up-to-date, and insightful dataset on professionals.
It’s because of this that we’re uniquely able to match your role to the right
talent, automatically.

Match your open jobs to candidates
you can’t find anywhere else
Reach a
unique audience

Attract qualified
applicants

Manage your
candidates

Get your open roles in front
of candidates who are open to
new opportunities, not just
actively searching.

Find candidates based on skills,
experience, and interests through
real-time data and smart targeting.
Plus, see people who viewed a job,

Build awareness and interest for your
open roles, and warm up key talent
pools for you and your team to
re-engage when needed.

but didn’t end up applying.

“If a colleague asked me what it takes to be a good recruiter in 2017,
I’d say LinkedIn Jobs. I’d be lost without it.”
Charlotte Johns
Head of Recruitment Operations, Transport for London
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50%+

of job views are
from people who aren’t
looking for a job

40%

higher rating on
applicant quality than
any job board

560M+

9/10

community of
active and engaged
professionals

LinkedIn members
are open to new
opportunities

Bundle Job Slots with these products

Recruiter

Career Pages

Talent Media

Sponsored Updates

Find, connect with, and
manage the right talent
throughout your team’s
hiring process.

Attract top candidates
by putting your company
culture and job opportunities
in the spotlight.

Media (like Recruitment and
Work With Us Ads) distribute
job opportunities to a more
targeted audience.

For extra targeting and
placement, a paid update in
your LinkedIn newsfeed will
highlight your open job.

Learn more

Learn more

Learn more

Learn more

Other resources to help you with your hiring needs
How to Craft Job Posts
that Convert

23 Winning
Job Descriptions

6 Steps to Accelerate
the Hiring Process
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